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ANIMAL LIABILITY
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When his unique  
personality requires  
unique coverage...

While most of us see our dogs as valued 

members of the family, the sad reality is that 

they can also be a huge liability. Without 

warning, even the friendliest dogs can be 

pushed too far and snap. A playful nip can be 

read as aggression by those unfamiliar with 

your four-legged friend. Not to mention the risk 

of property damage that can come from dogs 

who love to dig or who suffer from separation 

anxiety. This is where animal liability insurance  

can help.

XINSURANCE  is  powered  by  Evolution  Insurance  
Brokers,  LC  (“EIB”),  an  excess  and  surplus  lines  
insurance  brokerage. XINSURANCE is a DBA of EIB, 
which is domiciled in and has its principal place of 
business in Sandy, Utah. This insurance product is 
offered by an unlicensed surplus lines insurer. The 
NPN for EIB is 5464658 and CA license number  
is 0H93938.

covers all types of pets:

CHEVRON-RIGHT Therapy Dogs

CHEVRON-RIGHT Service Dogs 

CHEVRON-RIGHT Guard Dogs

CHEVRON-RIGHT  Working Dogs 
(narcotic sniffers & bomb sniffers)

CHEVRON-RIGHT Pit Bulls 

CHEVRON-RIGHT Rottweilers

CHEVRON-RIGHT Any dog that has a biting history

CHEVRON-RIGHT Exotic Animals 

We offer dog bite  

insurance coverage for  

everything from an overactive  

Chihuahua to “dangerous breeds”  

like pit bulls that most companies won’t 

touch. We also offer solutions for service dogs, 

therapy dogs, working dogs (bomb sniffers, 

narcotic sniffers, etc.), guard dogs, and more. 

Whether your dog has a bite history or is a 

breed commonly excluded from homeowner’s  

coverage, if you are a dog owner and would 

like some extra peace of mind, turn to  

XINSURANCE to prevent the risk 

of personal liability for your  

pet’s actions.
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